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About This Game

A new day begins for Tomo, he has inherited his grandmothers resort and must now prove himself to the bank that holds the
notes on the park.

To do this he needs to go through the financials and keep the banks rep happy but also run a Beauty Pageant too.

This wasn't the job he was expecting to be doing when he learnt about the resort. But now it is down to him to keep the resort
running or put all the girls who work at the resort on the street. Of course there are many different ways he can save the resort.

A fun ecchi visual novel with multiple endings to unlock.

Features

A short but fun ecchi storyline

Multiple routes and endings to unlock

New original soundtrack

Fun Tongue in Cheek gameplay
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Steam Achievements

Steam Trading Cards

Beautiful Anime Girls
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Four Star Scottish General Kyle Kinnard was killed at the battle of Sardinia, 1806.
His forces, comprimising of only 500 or so Highlanders, tired and worn out after the beach landings a week earlier, were greatly
outnumbered and outgunned by superior Sardinian forces led by an unkown general.
General Kinnard had arranged a defensive position similar to his 'semi-hexagonal' formation used at the brave and successful
defence in England a year earlier. However, his luck was used up, and, under constant artillery fire and cavalry charges, his men,
although fighting valiantly, were in the end routed and cut down. General Kinnard elected to stay in battle. He fought till the last
man. He was struck in the shoulder by a musket round and fell off his horse, killing him.

---RIP General Kinard, 1778~1806, we will not forget---. I've got nothing against Games as Art. I just require one thing - either
be a good game, or good art (or Ideally, both). This is neither. Navigate a naked man (or hermaphrodite, for a few sections)
through poorly controlled endless runner sequences while your 'score' gets docked for no apparent reason, while some poorly
modernized interpretation of Shakespeare is spouted at you. No explanations, barely any control, no real gameplay. I will give it
this - the music, while wildly divergent in styles, is all of good to excellent quality. But if you like it, do yourself a favor and just
find the album, because it will never be cleansed of the stain that is this 'game' if you experience it here first. Maybe I just don't
get what it was going for, or maybe it really is that horrible. At about an hour (that must be played straight through - if you
leave, you'll have to start over, no matter that 'resume' option on the menu screen), there's not much here, but if you play
through it, you'll be thankful that there's only an hour of the suffering. Do yourself a favor and steer far far away.. Good game
that shows what an up and coming dev is capable of. You can get the feeling that the dev put a lot of time and passion into this
game and to get it right.

Bugs:
I encountered one bug while playing and that was that the flashlight would not turn on again if I turned it off and tabbed out of
the window, however. I am sure that's something he will fix with his next game.

Graphics:
Graphics were nice but could be a bit over glancy (IMO, I am not sure if that's even a word.) for my taste. Some of the areas
were way too dark and they could be a bit brighter.

Gameplay:
The gameplay was straight forward, walking and interacting with things in the game. The dev even puts in a few hidden
surprises into the gameplay that I honestly didn't expect.
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Story:
From what I understood the story\/campaign was an about a guy named master (you) and it was about him waking up after
something had happened to him (I'll try not to spoil) and it's about him going around trying to understand what happened to him,
you also collect these little logs that you can read and that gives you even better understanding in what's going on. I sadly did not
read most of the logs, so I probably missed half the story here. But without spoiling anything, you will soon realize what
happened to the master (you) and what he has been up to down in his lab. (spoiler alert; it has not been pretty). I know there will
be a sequel, so let's hope it expands on this.

Lore:
The game has a lore and it's probably very deep and engaging, I am sadly not that huge into lores (except with a little bit of halo)

Verdict:
You can feel the that the dev put a lot of time, passion and effort into this game and it's a good game. The game made me
chuckle a couple of times and did some stuff that I honestly did not expect and that's always a warm welcome. The campaign
was good, but a bit short, and I know there's much more to this game.
The lore is probably very deep. I most likely have to play thru it again and it read the logs to get the full picture.

I would recommend this to people that love lore and reading.

I rate games like this: Don't buy. Wait. buy.

I am not sure if I would rate this "Wait" or "buy" to be honest. There is a sequel coming, wait until that game gets closer and
then buy it or wait after the sequel comes and then buy it to get a better understand of what's going on.. Very limited game with
no adaptation for various screen resolutions.

Fun... but unfortunately this is just a souped up flash game.. It's just simplified assembly programming in an attractive package.

\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606. it's fun, has a great idea, but the mouse curser is a lot
bigger than it normally it is wich makes it harder, but not by that much

9\/10 would point agian. shut the ♥♥♥♥ up and take my money
great job guys this game is awesome. I'm dissipointed in steam for this being a game.

Update: The game somehow slowed down my pc. A host of glitchy gameplay and uninspiring puzzles. Add to this a needless
flashlight mechanic that will leave the player searching for items in the dark instead of using logic and reason to progress. Tons
of clipping and framerate issues to boot! Buyers beware.. Absolutely a blast to play. However some things I have noticed. Shots
to the outside of the net count occationally, and the AI shoots before the previous puck has landed making you jump back and
not follow the shot up. Also if you knock a puck it on accident from shots before even round before it still counts.
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nice game with various choice that can results in different endings. It's alright. Really enjoyable game. loved the mechanics and
physics of the game and how all the different weapons and abilities can be chained to work together.

Very imaginitive levels and graphicaly is superb for a smaller game of this type.

My only real negative ppint is that although thebgame has a fast forward ability the gameplay seems a bit slow. I suggest adding
varying speeds of fast fowarding. might add to the humour of seeing a character impailed on a spike at 100mph.. Awesome
game when you have a few minutes leftover now and then.. A cool little application with thoughtful customizations. However
any registry cleaning or general optimization software i.e. Auslogics tools interferes with how this app retains it's license status..
Latest update has really made this game more accessible for disabled players.
Using the arrow keys is a lot easier than WASD, so thank you!!

DreadOut Movie Released on Indonesia Cinemas Nationwide:

Hello everyone,
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The gate has opened. We are happy to announce that DreadOut movie is already released on Indonesia local cinemas
nationwide.

As for international release we will keep you up to date.
Thanks again for all of your support!

All the best,
Digital Happiness. Pixel Puzzles: February Newsletter:

 Welcome to the first in our monthly newsletters. These newsletters are designed to keep you informed as to whats
happening in the amazing world of digital jigsaw puzzles. 

 Pixel Puzzles website is finally ready. Update for soundtrack:
Hello! An update is available - it is the soundtrack - which will be added in your Library > Music section. Now you can enjoy all
the tracks via the Steam music player or from your hard drive. We hope you enjoy Ragna Rock - the original soundtrack for
Heroine's Quest.
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Please note a couple of small, additional updates may occur over the next week as we tweak the soundtrack page. We also
apologize that the soundtrack was not available via Steam earlier as intended, but hope you now enjoy this addition to your
Steam music collection.. End of Alienware Closed Beta:

So, we have come to an end to the Alienware Arena Closed Beta. We had a plethora of players, and we gathered useful data,
as well as lots of comments on things to improve and work upon.

We are now going to tweak a bunch of things in game and we will come back to you soon. The general objective of the beta was
successful: gather metrics, information about play-styles and gather player feedback. Moreover, we received a lot of praise for
the game, (and criticism -of the good kind-) in order to make Trident’s Wake a better game for you, our players.
. Beat Hazard 2 - Dev Blog #2 - Big Ship!:
Here's my 2nd Beat Hazard 2 developer blog. This week I build a stupidly big space ship!

https://youtu.be/JSde-qbRC7M

Cheers,
Steve. Upcoming multiplayer update, what to expect #2:

From the team:. 『tayutama2- you’re the only one-』Add a Brand New Series of Profile Backgrounds!:
Today 『tayutama2- you’re the only one-』International Chinese version officially add a brand new series of profile backgrounds,
all set for uncommon and rare. Wish you all Merry Christmas~. Project Status Updates:
It's been a while since I posted anything here, so here is an update on the status of the project. I'll start with the bad news first:
This game is going to spend a bit longer in Early Access as I don't yet have all of the features that I want implemented. In
addition, I am temporarily removing the quicksave feature from the game until I can get it working reliably.

Now for the good news: I'm working on new game modes (eg: free roam and scenario), better integration with the Steam API,
and new and improved game mechanics. These enhancements will come in several stages over the next several updates. Here's
an overview of where the project is going.

High Scores Screen. Weekend Races - Three fun races to kick off February:
Hello Pioneers!
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Here are this weekend's races! If you've been creating your own races, post the name of your favourites in the comments so
others can look for them!

Stewart Island Long Race
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